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INDIAN INSTITUTEOF TECHNOLOGY, KHARAGPUR
End-Spring Semester 2017 -18

Date of Examination: Session (FN/AN): Duration: 3 hrs
Subject No. : AG310004 Subject Name: Irrigation and Drainage Engineering
Department/Center/School: Agricultural and Food Engineering
Specific charts, graph paper, log book etc., required: Nil
Special Instructions (if any): (i) All questions are compulsory (ii) Assume
reasonable data, if required. (Hi)Total Marks: 50

1. A) A sprinkler irrigation system consisting of 200 m long portable lateral pipe with 20
sprinklers spaced at 10 m apart. The discharge of each sprinkler is 45 lpm at 3 kg cm'
pressure. The lateral is laid uphill such that the elevation difference between two extreme
points of lateral is 2 m and height of riser pipe is 1 m. Use friction coefficient (f) of pipe is
0.04. Determine the i) size of lateral pipe, if allowable pressure variation in the lateral is 20
per cent, ii) value of reduction factor (F), if the first sprinkler is placed at the main pipe
and others are equally spaced on lateral, iii) head requirement at the main, iv) total head
required for pump, if the length of main pipe is 20 m and the diameter of main pipe is 1.5
times of that of lateral pipe and the total static head is 20 m, and v) horse power requirement
of pump, if the overall efficiency of pump is 60 percent.

B) List any four methods to estimate evapotranspiration using climatological data. Elaborate
one method in details. (7+3)

2. A) Drip irrigation system is to be installed in 5 ha area (500 m x 100 m) for a crop having
plant spacing of 5 m x 5 m. The well is located at the centre of the field. The laterals of 12
mm diameter are placed on each row of crop, which are connected with sub-main pipe; the
sub-main is laid in the middle of the field. Other useful data are: i) maximum pan
evaporation during summer month = 8 mml day, ii) Pan coefficient= 0.7, iii) crop coefficient
= 0.8, iv) wetting percent = 40 percent, v) dripper discharge= 4 u.:', and vi) No. drippers to
each plant = 3. Determine the i) water requirement of all plants, ii) duration of daily
irrigation, iii) the discharge required for the pump that could irrigate 50% of area in first
stage and remaining 50 % in second stage, iv) length of main pipe, v) length of sub-main
pipe, vi) total length of lateral pipe, vii) total no. of drippers, viii) Head lost due to friction in
the lateral pipe line using Hazen-William equation, use value of constant C for pipe as 130
and reduction factor (F) as 0.37.

B) What are the different types of micro irrigation emission devices and write ,,:,... - suitable
conditioit.to use them? (8+2)

3. A) Three geometrically identical Lysimeters (A, B, and C) installed in a paddy field have
uniform initial ponding depths of 12 cm. After a week, the recorded water depths in A, B,
and C are 10.4 ern, 8.6 em, and 7.0 cm, respectively. Rainfall received during week is 15
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mm, and the crop coefficient is 0.94. Lysimeter 'A' has a closed bottom with no plant.
Lysimeter 'B' has an open bottom with no plant. Lysimeter 'C' has an open bottom with
paddy plants. Neglecting the boundary effects and ground water contribution in the
Lysimeters, determine the weekly potential evapotranspiration of paddy plants.

B) A triangular channel with an apex angle of 75° carries flow of 1.2 m3 s' at depth of 0.8 m.
The bed slope is 0.009. Determine the values of Manning's roughness coefficient (n),
Chezy's constant (C) and Darcy Weisbach friction factor (t).

C) A fann soil has an apparent specific gravity of 1.5, field capacity of 24 % and permanent
wilting point as 10 %. The irrigation is to be given when 60% of available water is depleted.
A crop with effective root zone depth of 1 m is grown in the farm soil. A stream of 100 Ls-1

was diverted from source and 80 Ls-1 was diverted to the field. An area of 2 ha was irrigated
in 8.5 hrs. The water application loss in the field is estimated to be 440 rrr'. Moisture
sampling shows that depth of water along the 50 m long border strip during irrigation are
12.5 em, 11.8 ern 10.6 em, 9.5 em, 8.3 em and 7.5 ern at 0, 10 m, 20 m, 30 m, 40 m and 50 m
distances, respectively.
Determine the i) conveyance efficiency, ii) application efficiency, iii) water storage
efficiency, iv) water distribution efficiency. (2+2+2)

4. A) List at least five conditions under each at which surface drainage and sub-surface drainage
system are implemented.

B) Develop solution in terms spacing of subsurface pipe drains laid in a homogeneous soil
medium for unsteady rise of water table.

C) What is 20-40 rule and discuss the procedure to use this rule? (2+6+2)

5. A) What is drainable porosity and how will you determine drainable porosity of a soil?

B) At 5 years recurrence interval, the maximum rainfall of 48 hours duration is 120 mm that
occurs over a 500 ha watershed, which has two sub watersheds: i) 400 ha row crop contoured
good grassland and ii) 100 ha good pasture land. The hydrologic soil groups for sub
watersheds i) and ii) are C and B, respectively. The corresponding curve numbers for these
sub watersheds are 80 and 60, respectively under AMC II.
Determine the i) runoff from the watershed due to 48 hrs rainfall, ii) design discharge using
Cypress Creek formula, iii) dimensions of drainage channel cross section of trapezoidal
shape laid on 0.1 % land slope with Manning's roughness coefficient (n) as 0.04 and channel
side slope as 1.5: 1. (3+6)

6. A) Derive Hooghoudt's equation for spacing of vertical ditch drains laid in a homogeneous
soil.

B) Analyze this equation when drains are partially penetrating and laid on layered soil with
dissimilar hydraulic conductivity. (3+2)


